
Empty tissue boxes

Scraps of cloth with various

colors, patterns, and textures

Materials:
Put the fabric inside the empty tissue box with a hole
large enough for the children to pull scraps out of and
stuff scraps into.
Show the children the box and model pulling out the
different pieces of fabric. Talk about each piece of fabric
as you pull it out of the box.
Offer the box to the children and encourage them to take
turns emptying it. Talk about the different scraps of fabric
as the children pulls them out of the box.
When the box is empty, show the children how you can
push the pieces of fabric back inside and pull them out
again. Continue this activity for as long as it interests the
children.

What to do:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Why is this activity important?

This activity targets: Social/Emotional; Manages feelings, Physical; Uses fingers and hands, Language;

uses an expanding expressive vocabulary, engages in conversations, Cognitive; Shows curiosity and

motivation, and Science and Technology; Demonstrates knowledge of the physical properties of

objects and materials.

Tissue Box Pull

Learning At Home Activity

“Let’s see what is inside this box. Pull, pull. Pull. It is a soft, yellow

cloth. I can feel it on my cheek. It is so soft.” 

“Ana, here is the box. Do you want to pull out the fabric? You found

a sparkling green piece!” 

While the child sits, show her different pieces of fabric. Gently rub

the fabric on her hands and legs and talk to her about what the

fabric looks and feels like. “This blue cloth is very smooth. Does that

feel nice on your hands? It is so soft.” 

Pull a piece of fabric most of the way out. Invite the child to pull it

out the rest of the way. Talk about the fabric and respond to any

attempts the child makes to communicate.

Questions to ask your child:


